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FOREWORD



Omidyar Network India’s purpose is to invest in bold entrepreneurs who help create a meaningful life for every Indian. We believe that 

technology can be a force for good, driving massive social impact in India in ways that were not possible earlier, but only as a part of a larger 

social contract. 

The mobile phone is one of the most significant drivers of social impact in India. It is becoming the medium through which Indians are accessing 
aspirational services. 500M Indians – the ‘Next Half Billion’ – will come online for the first time through their mobile phones by 2022. The 
combination of smartphone proliferation and rapidly increasing data usage means that businesses and governments can now easily reach and 
serve this previously hard-to-serve population segment that has traditionally been underserved, excluded and disempowered. This in turn has 
ignited an unprecedented data generation engine, powering firms and entrepreneurs using big data, artificial intelligence and machine learning. 

Technology is also opening vulnerability to harms: as a data economy, reams of personally identifiable information are collected, stored and 
shared. In response, data regulation in India is evolving rapidly, and data protection, inclusion and privacy have become major public policy 
concerns. 

To develop a deeper understanding of these trends and their impact, Omidyar Network India supported a study of the data collection 
and usage practices of enterprises in the Indian context. This first-of-its-kind initiative is anchored by Monitor Deloitte India. It is also a 
collaborative effort with our partner organisation Omidyar Network.  (Omidyar Network India spun out of the global organisation, Omidyar 
Network in January 2019).  We look forward to this effort catalysing a vibrant discourse on privacy, data protection and individual agency.  

Along with a detailed report, we are publishing handbooks for entrepreneurs, regulators and investors. We hope they will serve as guides for 

practitioners to implement best practices in data protection and upholding individual privacy.

Roopa Kudva 
Managing Director 
Omidyar Network India



CONTEXT: 

STUDY ON DATA 

PRIVACY AND 

PROTECTION IN 

INDIA

Over the last three months, Omidyar Network 

India and Monitor Deloitte came together to 
conduct a deep study into the current landscape 
of data privacy and protection in India.

KEY 

FINDINGS

Our research highlighted the following

about the Data Privacy landscape in India.
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India is witnessing a personal data 

revolution. 
With the proliferation of digital services, 
individuals in India are generating a 
significant quantum of personal data. 
The high growth in personal data is 

projected to continue unabated, driven 
by strong consumer, enterprise, and 

government trends and initiatives.

Personal data is adding significant value, but is bringing in big 

new risks.
The benefits of personal data to improve user experience and to 
differentiate offerings in a competitive market are obvious. However, in 
the wake of high profile data breaches globally and several cases of misuse 
of personal information, there is a growing concern about the 

risks posed by the substantial volume of personal data collected. Breaches 
and misuse of data can lead to the loss of an individual’s privacy, financial 
loss, or can lead to unfair discrimination, marginalization or exclusion of 
individuals and groups. The misuse of data also has a significant impact on 
private enterprises and investors in the form of direct financial costs as 
well as other indirect reputational costs.
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Personal data proliferation means that behavioural data is used to create detailed portraits of individuals – which many may find 
unsettling.  
Ever more detailed information about what we buy, what we think, where we go, how we spend our time, and with whom we spend it, is 
digitally captured and available to infer personal traits that until recently have been hidden from view. Such portraits are often based on data 
that are not always knowingly divulged and data mashups that are impossible to anticipate. And they can be at odds not only with our public 
personas but with our personal self-conceptions as well. It is understandable that many find this prospect unsettling.
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Private enterprises in India are 

collecting, storing, handling and 
using significant volumes of 
personal data, often without a 
strong framework guiding choices 
and decisions across the entire data 
value chain.  
We discovered that private enterprises 

are collecting a significantly larger 
volume of personal data than most 

individuals are aware of. Much of 
this data is “observed-during-usage” 

and “observed – in background” data, 

rather than explicit user inputs. Private 

enterprises often share the collected 
personal data with an ecosystem of 

data processing and data broking 

organisations – again, usually without 
the explicit awareness of most users. 

Several private enterprises in India 
currently do not provide users with an 

option to delete their account, their 
personal data, and most do not offer 
their users the “Right to be forgotten”.
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Big Data/ AI Technologies and business models are evolving rapidly; building consensus on generally accepted practices of data 
collection, usage and handling & storage, and regulation governing data privacy and protection have not kept pace. 
While the personal data revolution has clearly progressed at a breakneck pace driven by a rapid evolution in Big Data and AI technologies, 
society-at-large has not yet had a chance to develop a consensus on practices to govern choices in the data value chain. There is an urgent need 
for society at large to evolve a common best practices framework that can guide private enterprises and other organisations on the principles of 
“what is appropriate” and “what is not” in the collection, processing, handling, usage, storage, and disposal of data.
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VOLUNTEERED

What a user enters

OBSERVED-DURING USAGE

What data trail does a user

leave by virtue of using a

product?

Name, contact

details, finance and
health details

Browsing activity,
purchase activity

SMS, location,
microphone, 

camera, etc.

OBSERVED-IN BACKGROUND

What a user’s device/social

media presence tells about

him/her?

Figure (i) Sources of Data



India is at a nascent stage of evolution on privacy issues (‘Privacy 1.0’) – characterized by low societal awareness of privacy and the 
absence of an adequate regulatory framework for data privacy. 
Indian consumers do not yet fully appreciate the need for privacy, and India’s patchwork regulatory framework for Data Privacy is still awaiting 
the advent of the more meaningful Personal Data Protection Bill. In the absence of individual awareness and an adequate regulatory framework, 
enterprises primarily adopt a ‘tick the box’ compliance lens to Data Privacy and Protection.

Individual’s 

clear ownership 

of his/ her 

personal data

Fair value 

in exchange 

for use of 

personal data

The business case for responsible approaches 
to big data is that it can lead to innovation-
driven profitability and growth; the issue need 
not be one of a tug-of-war between business 
opportunity and social acceptability. 
Focusing on the ethical and societal aspects of big 

data can lead to innovative strategies for achieving 
sustainable success in the marketplace.

An ideal future for privacy in India will need to evolve around 
five foundational principles: 
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When users interact with a website/ app, they 

share data with “data controllers”, i.e., website/ app, 

operating system, browser, and telco/ ISP.

In turn, “data controllers” share user data with 

second-party vendors, i.e., “data processors” to

generate insight and targeted campaign.

Legend Data flow

“Data controllers” and “processors” 

are increasingly sharing data with 

third-party ”data brokers”
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Figure (ii) Entities in the Data Collection Ecosystem



India’s transition from Privacy 1.0 to 2.0 will need all four stakeholders – Enterprises, Investors, Government/ Regulators and 
Individuals/ Civil Society – to act together to evolve the future of privacy. 
The shifts needed for each stakeholder:

• Enterprises: from organisational mindset of ‘Compliance’ to ‘Competitive Advantage through Consumer Trust’; from ‘privacy as a bolt-on’ to 
‘privacy by design’; from a ‘technology-driven data strategy’ to ‘tech driven but grounded-in-ethics data strategy’; and from ‘privacy as an IT 
issue’ to ‘privacy as a Board priority’

• Investors: from data privacy as a ‘nice to have’ to a ‘must have’ component during pre-investment due diligence; from ‘monitoring data privacy 
compliance’ to ‘proactively managing data privacy risks’ within portfolio companies; and from pursuing ‘data privacy within portfolio’ to 
pursuing ‘data privacy for the ecosystem’

• Government/ Regulators: evolving the core focus of regulation from ‘data security’ to ‘data privacy’; from ‘imposing regulations’ to ‘enabling 
compliance’ at enterprises; from ‘enforcing privacy through enterprises’ to ‘promoting privacy through individuals’; and, from ‘isolated 
regulations’ to ‘globally convergent regulations’

• Individuals and Civil Society: from merely ‘generating data’ to ‘owning and controlling data’;  and from ‘accepting privacy options’ to 
‘demanding privacy protection’ from enterprises
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� Establishment of a

   regulatory framework

� Companies adopt a tick-box  
   approach to regulations

� Companies demonstrate accountability

   for the data they collect

� Establishment of institution to improve
    enforcement of a clear set of regulations

� Individuals are aware and proactive in
   managing privacy

� New business models emerge to help

    users own control and manage data 
    and gain ownership over their narratives

� Investors catalyse and scale new

    privacy-led business models

� Regulation evolve to keep pace with
   involving privacy-led business models

PRIVACY 1.0

PRIVACY 2.0

PRIVACY 3.0

“PRIVACY AS

COMPLIANCE”

“PRIVACY FOR

TRUST”

“PRIVACY AS SERVICE

BUSINESS MODELS”

INDIA
is here

Figure (iii) Roadmap for Data Privacy in India



In the “ideal” future of privacy – “Privacy 3.0” – individuals take control of their own privacy and all ecosystem stakeholders are 
accountable for upholding their privacy.
This significant transition can emerge only through the evolution of genuine market based mechanisms that help individuals assume true 
ownership of their data. Privacy 3.0 will witness the emergence of newer B2C business models that enable individuals to own, manage, and 
monetize their personal data (personal data stores, preference management systems, and personal data monitoring systems), as well as B2B 
business models that help enterprises protect and safeguard their user’s personal data, in a more efficient and effective manner (managed 
privacy services, AI-led privacy services, and privacy certification agencies).
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In conclusion, the risks arising 
from the significant collection 
of personal data are huge. 
Responsible approaches to big 
data governance and privacy 
need not conflict with business 
and economic benefits. All 
stakeholders in India need 

to align on a coordinated 
plan of action to help unlock 
the potential of India’s data 
economy and enable an ideal 
future of data governance.



A DATA PRIVACY ACTION 

PLAN FOR INVESTORS

Data led business models have grown exponentially 
over the last few years and are expected to evolve at a 

staggering pace. While these models create immense 

economic value, they also expose individuals to a 

host of newer ‘data privacy’ risks. This is becoming 

an important ‘here and now’  issue for businesses, 

given the ever more stringent regulatory environment. 

In the face of growing consumer awareness and 

concern on the topic of data privacy, it also presents 

an opportunity to build consumer trust. Private equity 
and venture capital investors will need to work closely 

with their portfolio companies to embed good data 
practices as an organisational strategic imperative .

Investors are amongst the most critical pillars of the 
innovation ecosystem and they will need to play 
an active role in safeguarding ‘digital trust’ around 
consumer data. Doing so will demonstrate leadership 
in ‘responsible investing’, and can help generate 
superior, risk-adjusted, and long-term financial returns. 

This handbook gives an overview of the key mindset 

shifts we believe investors should consider, and 
provides a concrete action plan for doing so.

KEY SHIFTS FOR INVESTORS

1

• Investors will need to evaluate data practices 
and potential risks emerging from them as a key 
criterion for investment, at par with other critical 
parameters, such as revenue, customer, profitability, 
and regulatory compliance risks that are considered 

in routine diligence. 
• Investors will need to ensure compliance with data 

related regulations and account for any additional 
capital needed in resolving data privacy gaps.

• Finally, investors will need to develop a robust 

action plan for embedding respect for data privacy 
in the organisational culture of the investee.

FROM DATA PRIVACY AS A ‘NICE TO 

HAVE’ TO A ‘MUST HAVE’ COMPONENT 

DURING PRE-INVESTMENT DUE 
DILIGENCE



FROM PURSUING ‘DATA PRIVACY 

WITHIN THEIR PORTFOLIO’ TO 

PURSUING ‘DATA PRIVACY FOR THE 

ECOSYSTEM’

32

• Today, most investors restrict themselves to 

monitoring the compliance of portfolio companies 
to industry regulations. 

• In a “Privacy 2.0”, especially in a post-Internet of 
Things, world where companies have access to 

exponentially greater levels of data, investors will 
need to encourage their investees to adopt a “Code 
of Conduct” for data privacy and protection.

• Investors will also need to institute data practices / 
data privacy teams in their portfolio companies and 
engage with them to inculcate robust data practices 
in business operations.

• As key stakeholders in the private enterprise 

ecosystem, investors will increasingly need 

to move beyond their immediate network of 

portfolio enterprises and adopt an ecosystem lens 
to the data practices issue. 

• This would entail collaboration with policy 
makers, industry bodies, and experts in order to 

collectively shape the larger data practices / data 
privacy discussion within the ecosystem.

FROM ‘MONITORING DATA PRIVACY 

COMPLIANCE’ TO ‘PROACTIVELY 

MANAGING DATA PRIVACY RISKS’ WITHIN 

PORTFOLIO COMPANIES
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A FOUR STEP ACTION PLAN FOR INVESTORS

INVEST RIGHT: EMBED ‘PRIVACY’ 
ASSESSMENTS AS AN INTEGRAL 

COMPONENT OF INVESTMENT DUE 

DILIGENCE 

OPERATE RIGHT: ENSURE ADOPTION 

OF A COMPREHENSIVE FRAMEWORK 

FOR PRIVACY IN EVERY PORTFOLIO 

COMPANY, BEYOND JUST 

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

• Evaluate data privacy practices of a potential investment 
target, to ensure alignment to the legal and regulatory 

framework

• Scrutinize the data usage and monetization practices 
of the target and determine potential ethical issues, 
including marginalization, discrimination and exclusion 
of user groups

• Assess the data security measures of the target, 

including risk identification and mitigation processes, 
and disaster management planning

• Promote a culture of good data practices and protection 
of data privacy within portfolio companies. Enable 
adoption by driving employee incentives, trainings and 
leadership communication on the topic

• Institute senior leadership roles and designate data 
privacy as a Board priority with clearly demarcated funds 

in the annual budget

• Assess compliance on a periodic basis and set up teams 

at the portfolio level to manage critical risks and drive 
adoption of good data practices
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CATALYZE BUSINESS MODELS: 

EXPLORE AND EVALUATE PRIVACY-
LED BUSINESS MODELS CATERING TO 

USERS AND/OR ENTERPRISES

BUILD CAPABILITIES: ASSIST PORTFOLIO 

COMPANIES IN ACCESSING AND 

IMPLEMENTING BEST IN CLASS TOOLS 

AND PRACTICES AND EMBEDDING THESE 

AS A CORE PART OF THEIR PROCESSES

• Invest in “privacy-positive” models, to serve the dual 
purpose of building enablers for data privacy for the 

use of their own portfolio enterprises, and, capitalizing 
on the upcoming demand for data privacy services, e.g.,

 —  B2C models: Managed privacy services, AI-led privacy 
services and privacy certification 

 —  B2B models: Personal data stores, preference 
managements systems and personal data monitoring 

systems

• Create awareness amongst portfolio companies by means 
of regular communication, and assist them in implementing 
tools to increase data privacy 

• Create benchmarks of data privacy best practices and 
develop frameworks for assessment and monitoring of such 

practices across portfolio companies
• Help in creation of data privacy assets such as open source 

privacy stacks and data privacy platforms for the industry
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ABOUT OMIDYAR NETWORK INDIA 

Omidyar Network India invests in bold entrepreneurs who 
help create a meaningful life for every Indian, especially the 
hundreds of millions of Indians in low-income and lower-
middle-income populations, ranging from the poorest among 
us to the existing middle class. To drive empowerment and 
social impact at scale, we work with entrepreneurs in the 
private, non-profit and public sectors, who are tackling India’s 
hardest and most chronic problems.

Omidyar Network India makes equity investments in early 
stage enterprises and provide grants to non-profits in the 
areas of Digital Identity, Education, Emerging Tech, Financial 
Inclusion, Governance & Citizen Engagement, and Property 
Rights.

Omidyar Network India is part of the Omidyar Group, a 
diverse collection of companies, organisations and initiatives, 
supported by philanthropists Pam and Pierre Omidyar, 
founder of eBay.

ABOUT MONITOR DELOITTE 

Monitor Deloitte is the multinational strategy consulting 
practice of Deloitte Consulting. Our practice helps leading 
global organisations navigate the future with confidence, by 
making clear, timely, and inspirational strategic choices that 
deliver growth in a dynamic and disrupted world. Monitor 
Deloitte’s strategy practitioners combine deep industry 
insights with cutting edge methods to resolve critical 
decisions, drive value, and achieve transformational success.
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